Predictive Analytics at Scale

Research Aims
In almost every industry today there is an explosion of information, both structured and unstructured, created by computing systems, sensors and ubiquitous devices everywhere. The massive scale of these “Big Data” have led to a new class of techniques for analysis, in-order to gain knowledge and insight. Our research focuses on a novel type of machine learning based on Predictive Suffix Trees. Traditionally these have not been applied at scale due to their relatively poor performance, however with the use of modern partitioning build algorithms and supporting data-structures it is possible to build indexes on datasets and data-types previously unattainable to the Suffix Tree structure.

Research Methodology
Prior research has focused primarily on build efficiency however our research focus here is on scalability, thus build time and on-disc size are sacrificed in favour of parallelization and memory efficiency. In the first instance, the Top Down Disk build method of Suffix Tree construction was implemented in Python 2.7 and Numpy to give a test bed for further research. This on its own however is not sufficient to use as a predictive data structure. Further work is being done to generalise the implementation to remove the initial dependency on use of the Latin alphabet, as well as supplementing the core data structure with additional meta-data to support prediction. Figure 1 shows the Suffix Tree and on-disc representation for the String: ATTAGTACAS$
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